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About the Spider Club 

 

The Spider Club of Southern Africa is a non-profit organisation.  Our aim is to encourage an interest in arachnids – 
especially spiders and scorpions - and to promote this interest and the study of these animals by all suitable means.  
 
Membership is open to anyone – people interested in joining the club may apply to any committee member for 
information. 
 
Field outings, day visits, arachnid surveys and demonstrations, workshops and exhibits are arranged from time to 
time.  A diary of events and outings is published at the end of this newsletter. 

 

Our Mission Statement 

“The Spider Club provides a fun, responsible, social learning experience, centred on spiders, their 

relatives and on nature in general.” 

 

Contact Us 

Committee  

Treasurer  Jaco Le Roux       083 258 8969     jaco@spiderclub.co.za 

Editor    Joan Faiola   082 565 6025     joan@spiderclub.co.za 

Chairman by default Astri Leroy    073 168 7187   info@spiders.co.za 

Membership   Paul Cowan   082 773 5724      paul@spiderclub.co.za 

    

PRO   Peet Van der Ark 071 609 5790   peetvda@vodamail.co.za 
 
Secretary  Vanora Naude  076 217 8592   vanora@spiderclub.co.za 

 

Webmaster  JP Schutte  076 926 1121   jp@spiderclub.co.za 

 
Spiderlings   Shirley Armstrong 083 637 0690  shirl.p.armstrong@gmail.com 
 
 
WEBSITE: http://www.spiderclub.co.za   EMAIL ADDRESS: info@spiderclub.co.za 
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From the hub 
 

 

It’s been a while, FORTY YEARS!    We had thought of celebrating the occasion by booking out the camp at Lajuma 
Mountain Retreat in the Soutpansberg but to make it worthwhile to travel such a long distance, it really needs to be 
summer when there are amazing spiders in this tropical mountain paradise.  Watch this space for an awesome “away” 
event next spider season.    But don’t worry we will have a really good celebration on the 20th of June.  We have booked 
for a slap-up luncheon at Eagle’s Fare Restaurant at the Walter Sisulu National Botanical Garden and will send out 
official invitations to all Spider Club members and other important spider people a little nearer the time.  You had better 
BOOK THAT DATE:  20TH JUNE 2015.   Of course we will have our AGM at the same time, but that will be a very minor 
part of the proceedings. 
 
In fact please check the diary at the back of this newsletter and do your best to join at least one field trip each season.  
We had a really good one on the 8th of this month when we visited the Moreleta Kloof Nature Reserve in Pretoria. It was 
a new venue to me and what a gorgeous reserve it I with a dam and bird hide, a nice unpolluted stream, wetlands, 
grasslands, rocky areas and woodland, in fact almost everything in quite a small space.   So you can imagine the arachnid 
fauna was very varied.  Have a look further on in this newsletter at pictures of a few spiders we found there.   We will be 
returning to Lourens’ farm in Pretoria Rural for the Workers’ Day weekend to check out his spiders again.   This will be 
our last field trip for the season but not the end of our events. 
 
The two regular “shows” Yebo Gogga at Wits University and the Outdoor Expo at the Waterfall Estate and coming up in 
May, then in July and August Robin Lyle has planned to give us a crash course on the basics of spider identification.  If 
you can make it to both sessions so much the better because, contrary to popular opinion it is not possible to identify 
most spiders without some idea of taxonomy.   Please save the dates.  
 
It will be lovely to get help with the event at Wits University or whatever, it’s your club and your input is vital. 
 
We have just received the first circulars for the 20th International Congress of Arachnology in Golden Colorado USA 
running from 2 – 9 July, 2016.  It is to be co-hosted by The International Society of Arachnology and the American 
Arachnological Society.  So if you have some US Dollars to spare and can obtain a visa, just go!   See 
2016.Arachnology@gmail.com  
 
Our enthusiastic P.R.O. Peet van der Ark has suffered from Type 1 Diabetes all his life. In the last few years it has been 
an uphill battle for him and the great news is that he has just received a new kidney and pancreas.  Good luck with your 
recovery Peet, we know you are a fighter, so look after yourself, get well soon, the spiders are waiting for you!  
 
Happy spidering! 
 

Astri 
 
 

 

mailto:2016.Arachnology@gmail.com
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Yet another summer comes to an end, and although winter may seem quiet for spiders, if you look, you may find 
surprisingly many.  That has been our experience at Klipriviersberg, where we found the pitfall traps had plenty of 
spiders despite the cold.  I should think that lifespan for many species is just a thumb suck – and now that scientists look 
at behaviour almost as much as taxonomy, perhaps we will find some answers to those questions. 
 
For instance, a young tropical tent spider Cyrtophora citricola has taken ownership of a corner of my lounge by the patio 
door.  She has been there all summer (tolerated, nay welcomed, by the mad arachnophile inhabitant of this house!)  She 
is still not full size, and has added gradually to her tent web.  Fortunately it is quite high up, and does not impede human 
activity in the house.  My “study” of one individual of the species will give me an indication of her longevity, although 
possibly falsified by the lack of predators in her environment.  I’ll keep you posted. 
 
If you have spiders that linger in the house, like my neighbour who has a friendly Menneus male at present, take photos, 
and give us reports of your experiences with them.  It would be a fun project. 
 
We have a lot of varied articles in this edition.  We would love to get feedback from you. Anyway, enjoy! 
 
Good spidering! 
 

Joan 

 
 

SPIDERS LOSE OUT TO LIMPETS 
 
The scientific wisdom was that spider silk was the strongest biological material.  Researchers at the University of 
Portsmouth (UK) have now found that the teeth of the limpet Patella vulgata has the highest strength yet recorded in a 
natural material.  The teeth can only be scratched with a diamond, and have a tensile strength of 3 to 6 GPa, 
outperforming spider silk.  One possible future use of the technology would be to make super hard false teeth using 3D 
printing!   
 

 

 
You can find the paper at: 
http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/12/105/20141326  
or ask us for a PDF copy. 

Electron microscopy of the teeth  
 

 

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/12/105/20141326
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LEON LOTZ PhD 

 

 
 
 
Leon Lotz (left) was awarded his PhD degree in entomology at the December 2014 graduation ceremony at the University of the 
Free State in Bloemfontein. Charles Haddad (right) was his study promoter, and Ansie Dippenaar-Schoeman his co-promoter. His 
research formed part of a project spanning nearly two decades that continued work done during his MSc study.  
 
His thesis, titled THE AFROTROPICAL SPECIES OF THE SAC SPIDER GENERA CHEIRACANTHIUM AND CHEIRAMIONA (ARANEAE: 
EUTICHURIDAE), makes an important contribution to a better understanding of the biodiversity of Eutichuridae sac spiders in the 
Afrotropical Region. Sac spiders are a significant group from a medical and agricultural perspective, and through his work, Leon 
provides the taxonomic basis to facilitate the accurate identification of these spiders. His work includes the redescription of 19 
species and descriptions of 40 new species of Cheiracanthium, and the redescription of eight species and description of 41 new 
species of Cheiramiona. Apart from several revisionary and descriptive papers that have already been published since 1999, several 
additional papers have been submitted for publication recently, dealing with both genera.  
 
Taken from Sansa News No. 22, with thanks 
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BOOKS 
 

Our Californian friend and colleague Rick Vetter has written a new book on Recluse spiders. These much maligned 
spiders are close relatives of our local violin spiders, and the book should therefore be of interest to readers in South 
Africa.  It is being released shortly in both hard cover and paperback.  We hope to review the book in our next issue of 
the newsletter.  Please contact us if you are interested in the book. Below is a description of the book taken from 
Cornell University Press website. 
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OUTING TO LOURENS BOTHA’S FARM NORTH OF PRETORIA 
 

Report by JP Schutte 
 
The trip to Lourens’ farm was indeed a great experience. His property was teeming with spiders in diverse families.   We 
went outside the fence into veld that hasn’t been burned in ages but strangely, very few spiders were found out there. 
A really big baboon spider had her burrow in some long grass near the house, but Lourens was very protective and we 
never got the chance to see her.  
 
There were burrows of many large wolf spiders in the lawn and during our night walk; we found many spiders and other 
creatures of the night. Lots of green pea and hairy-field spiders and a couple of long-spinnered bark spiders. We went to 
visit a colony of social spiders which was quite an experience. They had a large web, and throwing some prey into it 
made a number of them scurry across the web to subdue the prey - really fun to watch. 
 
Aside from a great deal of spiders and creatures, we met some new and interesting people, a TV crew that was filming a 
documentary and Jonathan Neumann from Germany.  (Jonkelthan Famofan on our Facebook page).  The next day he 
gave a short presentation on invasive spiders in Germany. It was interesting to see different variations of spiders from 
familiar families that we recognise in our country.  A perfect reminder on how well evolution works.  It was also very 
interesting that he didn’t go very far to find those little gems but found them in garden centres and green-houses.  I was 
amazed at just how easy it was for him to find spiders as well as the diversity there. 
 
Overall, it was a great weekend with lots of memorable experiences. 
 

 

 

THE AMAZING GATES OF MINDALORE (See front page) 

From 1971 to 1999 we lived in Lindhaven, Roodepoort and did a lot of business with the factories in Chamdor, 
Krugersdorp.   This meant I often travelled along van Lill Street but on one occasion around 1985 there was an accident 
on the corner of van Lill and Richard streets so I detoured into Payne Street and found these wonderful gates.  They 
haven’t changed in all that time and early this afternoon I retraced that detour and took these photos.   The owner runs 
a panel-beating business from his home and called me niggie (which I liked, I must be able to give him 20 years AT LEAST 
!) so naturally I called him Oom.   The dog for whom the gates need to be kept closed is an exquisitely groomed 
Pekinese!     Witpoortie, Lindhaven, Mindalore and Chamdor are real South Africa, not like the place I live now and I was 
quite nostalgic.  I knew everyone.  No let me rephrase that.  I knew all the children, wives, dogs and maids in Cedar 
Street in Lindhaven because the children played in the street often with their dogs in tow and mothers and or maids 
would call them in for supper before the dads got home.  It was a blue-collar neighbourhood and I think still remains 
so.    Something is lost here in skuld-bult with its high walls and electric fences.  I hardly ever see or speak to my 
neighbours in the complex and only know two neighbours over the wall in the next door one.  
Astri Leroy 
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PHOTOS OF SPIDERS FROM THE MORELETA KLOOF OUTING 8TH MARCH 2015 

Taken by Astri Leroy 

 
 

Web of grass funnel-web spider, gras tregterweb spinnekop 
Family Agelenidae 

 

                                           
 
 
 
 

                                                 
 
 
 

 

                                                              
   
 

Two members of the family Uloboridae, spiders in this family are without venom.  Both these are small spiders. 

 

Crowned nursery-web spider, bekroonde babakamer-web 

spinnekop Rothus purpurissatus 
Long-legged sac spider, langbeen sakspinnekop Cheiracanthium sp 

A jumping spider, springspinnekop 

family Salticidae 

A wolf spider, wolfspinnekop family 

Lycosidae 

Tiny male garbage-line web spider, Cyclosa sp  
I suppose you could call it n vuilis-lyne-web 
spinnekop. 

Hackled mesh-web spider, 
family Phyxelididae, Vidole sp 
I think you will have to make 
up an Afrikaans name! 

Ground velvet spider, 

fluweelspinnekop, family 

Eresidae, genus Dresserus 

A lynx spider, family 
Oxyopidae, Oxyopes sp 
I don’t think rooikat 
spinnekop is right! 
 

Decorated vlei spider, 

versierende vleispinnekop 

Leucauge decorata in the family 

Tetragnathidae 
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These are bigger spiders and were found under rocks. 
 

     
 

                                                                                              
 

 
 
  

Feather-legged spider, veerpootspinnekop 

Uloborus plumipes 

Single-line web spider, enkel-lyne-web spinnekop 

Miagrammopes brevicaudus 

Flattie or wall spider, plat rots-spinnekop, family Senelopidae genus 

Anyphops 

Gauteng baboon spider or African tarantula, Gautengse 
bobbejaanspinnekop Harpactira hamiltoni family 
Theraphosidae 
These spiders are protected and may not be collected, 
kept, traded or transported without a permit from 
provincial nature conservation bodies. 
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LIST OF SPIDERS SEEN AT MORELETA KLOOF NATURE RESERVE, PRETORIA ON 8TH MARCH 2015 
   

Family Species Common names and note. 
Agelenidae  
Funnel-web 
spiders 

Agelena sp. Could be Agelena gaerdesi.   Flat sheet webs at ground 
level with a funnel-shaped retreat usually in grass tussocks 
or between rocks. ` 

Araneida. Araneid 
orb-web spiders 

Argiope trifasciata 
Caerostris sp. 
Cyclosa insulana 
Cyrtophora citricola 
Larinia sp. 
Neoscona rufipalpis 
Neoscona sp.  

Banded garden orb-web spider 
Bark spider, juvenile. 
Male. Garbage-line web spider. 
Tropical tent-web spider – only saw web. 
Grass orb-web spider 
Green hairy field spider 
Probably N subfusca  - common neoscona orb-web spider 

Clubionidae  Grass 
sac spiders 

Clubiona sp. Grass sac spider 

Eresidae Velvet 
spiders 

Dresserus sp. 
Ground velvet spider.   Big tube-like web of thick, hackled 
silk under a rock 

Eutichuridae Long-
legged sac spiders 

Cheiracanthium sp Sac spiders.  Caught in sweep-net amongst weeds 

Linyphiidae 
hammock-web 
spiders 

Microlinyphia sterilis Black-and-white hammock-web spider 

Lycosidae wolf 
spiders 

Hogna spp. 
Pardosa sp 

It is almost impossible to identify wolf spiders even to 
genus level in the field but I think the majority of the small  
ones and the slightly larger one the young girls found in 
leaf-litter in the woodland were all in the genus Hogna. 
(There are 12 species in the genus Hogna, all very similar.) 
The really small one with skinny legs was probably Pardosa 
schreineri.  

Mimetidae Pirate 
spiders 

Mimetus sp. 

Pirate spiders specialize in preying on other spiders.  Thy do 
not build webs but invade other spiders’ webs to catch and 
eat the owner!   I only saw egg sacs which I recognise, they 
are spherical, with very slightly bumpy appearance, made 
of pale gold silk, attached to hang on a silken thread. 

Oxyopidae Lynx 
spiders 

Oxyopes sp. 

Probably Oxyopes hoggi.  Lynx spiders do not build webs 
and you can recognise them by the truncated front of the 
“face”,  pointed abdomen, big, strong spines on the legs 
and by their ability to jump really long distances for their 
size. 

Philodromidae 
Running spiders 

Philodromus sp. 
 
Tibellus sp. 

Shouldered running spiders. This one was under the loose 
bark of a tree. It could be Phildromus browningi 
Grass running spiders, Probably Tibellus minor. 

Pholcidae daddy 
long-legs spiders 

Smeringopus sp. 
The common daddy long-legs found in houses, outhouses 
etc is Smeringopus natalensis. I expect the one we saw in a 
hole in a termite mound was this species. 

Phyxelididae 
hackled mesh-web 
weavers 

Vidole sp. 

Probably Vidole sothoana.  They were under rotting logs, 
fallen bark and stones in damp parts of the woodland as 
well as under the loose bark on living trees and webs in 
holes in trees. 

Pisauridae 
nursery-web 
spiders 

Chiasmopes sp. 
 
Rothus purpurissatus 

Small sheet-web close to ground, near the path. 
 
Common crowned nursery web spider. The three species of 
Rothus are free -living hunters that do not build webs. 

Salticidae jumping Baryphas ahenus  Common Baryphas jumping spider 
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spiders Evarcha sp. 
Heliophanus sp. 
 
 
Menemerus transvaalicus 
 
Natta horizontalis 
 
Pellenes maybe  Pellenes 
bulawayoensis 
 
Thyene sp. 

Evarcha jumping spider 
Heliophanus jumping spider, could be Heliophanus debilis. 
There are 41 species of Heliophanus jumping spiders in 
S.A., many have luminous green or yellow pedipalps. 
 A fairly common species which is quite big for a jumping 
spider. 
Red-spotted Natta jumping spider.  Black with red dots on 
abdomen. 
Zimbabwe Pellenes jumping spider.  Small black-and white. 
Grass jumping spider, there are 15 species in S.A. most 
have gold and silver stripes. 

Selenopidae 
flatties or wall 
spiders 

Anyphops sp. 
More than 50 species in the genus Anyphops I cannot tell 
them apart in the field. 

Tetragnathidae 
water orb-web 
spiders and silver 
vlei spiders 

Leucauge festiva 
 
Leucauge decorata females and 
males 

Masked silver vlei spider.  One of this species in orb web 
outside woodland. 
Decorated silver vlei spider, many of this species with orb 
webs in woodland. 

Theridiidae comb-
footed or cobweb 
spiders 

Achaearanea sp or Parasteatoda 
sp.* 
 
 
 
 
Enoplognatha molesta 
Euryopis episinoides 
Latrodectus geometricus 
 
 
Theridion purcelli 

Although they are common and widespread the names of 
these small spiders is confusing at present. They are very 
common especially on man-made objects. Their cobwebs 
are often full of leaves and they make a retreat of leaves, 
prey remains and other debris at the centre.  Small black 
ants are a favourite prey item. 
Common, long-jawed theridiid 
Black, ant-eating theridiid 
Brown button spider, colours vary from creamy-white to 
black the one we found was a very dark individual. Brown 
button spiders make spherical spiky egg sacs 
Common false, house button spider. 

Thomisidae crab 
spiders 

Misumenops rubrodecoratus 
Monaeses  sp. 
Runcinia affinis 
Synema sp. 
Thomisus stenningi 
Thomisus blandus 

Common, rosy-banded crab spider. 
Monaeses grass crab spider. 
Runcinia grass crab spider. 
African mask crab spider. 
Stenning’s flower crab spider. 
Masked flower crab spider. 

Uloboridae 
Hackled orb-web 
spiders. Spiders in 
this family do not 
have venom. 

Miagrammopes brevicaudus 
 
Uloborus plumipes 

Short-tailed single-line-web spider. 
 
Feather-legged spider. A cosmopolitan spider found more 
or less all over the world. 

 

 
If you would like to know what these spiders look like, I suggest you purchase a copy of Dr Ansie Dippenaar-Schoeman’s 
book “Field Guide to the Spiders of South Africa” published by Lapa.  If you cannot find it in your local book store go to 
Adventures with Nature website, www.awn.co.za and order from there. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.awn.co.za/
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TALK BY NICK KEISER ON STEGODYPHUS (COMMUNITY NEST SPIDER) 

Report by Shirley Armstrong 

 

On Saturday, 21 February, we were blessed with the presence of four graduate students from the University of 
Pittsburgh (USA) who are currently doing field research on various invertebrates in South Africa.  After a wonderful time 
spent in the bush at the Walter Sisulu Botanical Gardens, finding all manner of our dear eight-legged friends, we moved 
on to the Imbizo Centre, where we were treated to an extremely interesting presentation on community-nest spiders by 
Nick Keiser. 
 
Nick’s opening slide, a close-up of a spider on a vast web, had us captivated from the start.  We were shown footage of 
the inside of a waste water plant near Baltimore USA where several million spiders had created sheets of web, the 
extent of which boggles the mind. 
 
Personally, it was very interesting for me to be taken through the process involved in the research;  to look at the 
different aspects of the spider’s lives being addressed and to see the manner in which the research was conducted.  
Although I understand the reasons, I have difficulty with removing creatures from their environment and that is why I 
personally have always remained an observer and not a researcher, so this was challenging for me on one level, while 
fascinating on another. 
 
We all know, just from our experiences with our pet dogs and cats, that individual creatures can have very different 
personalities, even though they belong to the same species.  Those of us who have worked with smaller creatures have 
found the same, despite their tiny size. One of the three aspects being addressed in Nick’s talk was the personalities of 
individual spiders in the group.  He managed to identify bold and shy individuals as well as those with average 
assertiveness and to see what affect these creatures’ personalities had on the group as a whole. 
 
Many thanks to Nick, Colin, Alex and Jonathan from Pittsburgh University and we wish them all the best for the rest of 
their stay in South Africa. 
 
Note from Astri Leroy: 
 
A new member, Tony Lombard from Sasolburg joined us and listed as many of the spiders we found as he could by 
common name.  I have added the scientific names where possible to the following list. 
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LIST OF SPIDERS FOUND AT WALTER SISULU ON 21 FEBRUARY 2015 

COMMON NAME/S FAMILY 
GENUS and SPECIES IF KNOWN 

& NOTES 
Garbage-line web spiders Araneidae Cyclosa  insulana 

Hairy field spiders Araneidae 
Neoscona spp. Several different 
species but not possible to identify 
in the field. 

Tropical tent-web spiders Araneidae 
Cyrtophora citricola only females, 
some with egg sacs, some juveniles 
with small webs. 

Spotted stone-nest spiders Araneidae 

Nemoscolus vigintipunctatus.  The 
web and stone nest were under an 
inverted flower pot used to cover a 
sprinkler connection. 

Black and white hammock-web 
spiders 

Linyphiidae 
Microlinyphia sterilis 

Wolf spiders Lycosidae 
Several different species and sizes, 
not identifiable in the field. 

Short-tailed single-line-web 
spiders 

Uloboridae 
Miagrammopes brevicaudus 

Flat bellied ground spiders  Gnaphosidae 
Drassodes sp.  Spiders in this genus 
are also sometimes known as 
mouse spiders. 

Ground velvet spiders Eresidae Dresserus kannemeyeri 

African mask crab spiders Thomisidae Synema imitator 

Comb-footed, cobweb or ant-
eating spiders 

Theridiidae 
Parasteatoda sp. (Listed as 
Achaearanea in the field guide.) 

Jumping spiders Salticidae 
Heliopahnus sp, Thyene sp and 
others. 

Purcell’s false house button 
spiders 

Theridiidae 
Theridion purcelli. Adult males and 
females. 

Decorated silver vlei spider Tetragnathidae 

Leucuage decorata webs in the 
open grassland and Leucauge 
festiva under the forest canopy 
along the Furrow Walk.  

Black-legged golden orb-web 
spiders 

Nephilidae 
Nephila fenestrata, small, probably 
immature females and mature 
males. 

Rain spiders Sparassidae Palystes superciliosus. 

Grass funnel-web spiders Agelenidae Only saw webs 

 

OTHER INVERTEBRATES 

Highveld burrowing scorpion Scorpionidae Opistophthalmus pugnax 

Cone headed katydid Tettigonidae Ruspolia sp 

Common stick grasshopper Acrididae Acrida acuminata 

Moth bug nymphs Flatidae Don’t know. 

 
Of course not all the insects we saw are listed, just those that caught our eyes.   The moth bug nymphs were 
extraordinary.  These little fluffy white things look somewhat like animated spookasem (spun sugar).  They cluster 
together on plant stems and when disturbed leap off in all directions.  Their bodies are hidden by a thick, white wax 
coating and long, wax-covered filaments that break off quite easily when they are handled.  
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C. A. Owen1*, J. A. Coetzee1 and S. van Noort2, 3 

1
Department of Zoology and Entomology, Rhodes University, P.O. Box 94, Grahamstown, 6140 South Africa, 

candice.a.owen@gmail.com* (ResearcherID: K-1779-2013), julie.coetzee@ru.ac.za 
2
Department of Natural History, Iziko South African Museums, P.O. Box 61, Cape Town, 8000 South Africa, 

3
Department of Zoology, University of Cape Town, Private Bag, Rondebosch, 7701 South Africa, svannoort@iziko.org.za 

We work on an organism that, more often than not, seems 
to make people go “uuuuuuurgh!” when seeing its face. 
Not only is that a shock to them, but telling them where it 
lives always seems to heighten their ‘gross’ factor. Yes, we 
work on the “horrifyingly ugly” Desis formidabilis O. P. 
Cambridge 1890 (Araneae: Desidae). And yes, this species 
makes the beach its home. Not sandy beaches commonly 
frequented by our Homo sapiens brethren, but pointing 
out that they prefer the rocky shore does not seem to 
make people any more pleased about their presence 
there. 
 
Desis formidabilis is not alone in its habitat of choice, with 
nine other spider species (according to Haddad & 
Dippenaar-Schoeman, 2009) occupying the same niche. In 
fact, based on our surveys in 2013, there may actually be a 
total of 11 species eating, sleeping and breeding in blissful 
harmony in this wild and unforgiving environment. These 
include Salticids, Palpimanids and Zoropsids, to name a 
few. 

  
So why did we decide to focus on this specific species?   
We can tell you that it’s not for their outward appearance 
that seems to scream ‘let’s cuddle!’.  In fact, there is 

Figure 1: The fearsome Long-Jawed Intertidal spider,  
Desis formidabilis in situ 
 

  
another species, aside from the spider’s mother, that loves that face. On rocky shores in the Western Cape, a silent 
battle wages on between our long-jawed friend and a tiny foe. 
 
Although the interaction was discovered in the late 1960’s, very little research has been done since to tell the story of 
this war. The foe in question is the tiny wasp Echthrodesis lamorali Masner 1968 (Hymenoptera: Platygastridae, 
Scelioninae), whose name literally translates to ‘enemy of Desis’. To summarize, once the spider lays its eggs, the wasp 
sneaks into the nest by chewing through the silken wall, and oviposits inside the eggs of the spider. The barbarian wasp 
larvae hatch first and eat the spider egg contents before eclosing as a fresh new wave of adult demons ready to pounce 
on the next unsuspecting nest. The irony of it all: the wasps are “so cute!” 
 
But are the spiders’ nests really so “unsuspecting”? Because she loves her babies’ faces so much, mother spiders have 
developed an interesting response to parasitism by the wasps. They compartmentalise the nest and only lay eggs in 
certain compartments. The theory behind this is that the tiny wasp (who appears to lack a digestive system as an adult 
so is unable to gather any new nutrients) uses all its energy to chew its way through the tough pinkish silk of the nest, 
and then is unable to repeat the process to get into another compartment if there are no eggs in that one. Score for the 
misunderstood spider! 
 
 
 

mailto:svannoort@iziko.org.za
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Figure 2: The full habitus of a female Echthrodesis lamorali 
specimen (Note the scale bar!) 

Figure 3: The enemy attacks: Echthrodesis lamorali oviposits in a 
Desis formidabilis egg under the microscope in the laboratory 

 
But really, the situation is not as dire for D. formidabilis as we have made it seem. Our surveys of the coastline between 
Jacobsbaai (Western Cape) and Kidd’s Beach (Eastern Cape) showed that the wasp only attacks the spider along the 
Cape Peninsula (from Kommetjie, down and around to Simon’s Town). Outside of that range the spider is free to live 
and breathe as it sees fit, while dining on the bodies of the Spike-Backed Isopod (Parisocladus peforatus) that it so loves, 
seemingly completely un-harassed by parasitoids of any nature. 
 
(ALL PHOTOS BY THE AUTHORS) 
 
For further reading please see: 

Haddad, C.R. & Dippenaar-Schoeman, A.S. 2009. A checklist of the non-Acarine Arachnids (Chelicerata: Arachnida) of the De Hoop Nature Reserve, 

Western Cape Province, South Africa. Koedoe 51 (1): 1–9. 

Lamoral, B.H. 1968. On the ecology and habitat adaptations of two intertidal spiders, Desis formidabilis (O.P. Cambridge) and Amaurobioides 

africanus Hewitt, at “The Island” (Kommetjie, Cape Peninsula), with notes on the occurrence of two other spiders. Annals of the Natal Museum 20 

(1): 151–193. 

Owen, C. A., Coetzee, J. A. & van Noort, S. 2014. Distributional range of the South African maritime spider-egg parasitoid wasp, Echthrodesis 

lamorali (Hymenoptera: Platygastridae: Scelioninae). African Invertebrates 55 (2): 323-332. 
 
van Noort, S. 2009. The maritime Platygastrid Echthrodesis lamorali Masner. Skaphion 3 (40): 1-3. 

van Noort, S. 2011. Caught in the act - Echthrodesis laying eggs. Skaphion 5 (26-28): 1-2. 

Van Noort, S., Masner, L., Popovici, O., Valerio, A. A., Taekul, C., Johnson, N., Murphy, N. P. and Austin, A. D. 2014. Systematics and biology of 
the aberrant intertidal parasitoid wasp Echthrodesis lamorali Masner (Hymenoptera: Platygastridae s.l.): A parasitoid of spider eggs. Invertebrate 
Systematics 28: 1-16. 
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THOMISIDAE: PLATYTHOMISUS sp – AN EPIC TALE – PART ONE 
 
By Sam Jacobz 
 
(Ed: this really is an epic, and we cannot publish all of the many photos that Sam took.  I hope that the chosen photos give you an 
idea of what happened.  We are publishing in instalments to do the best justice to the story.  Sam plans to write a paper on his 
observations). 

 
The story of this Spider with its babies happened when a friend and I went to check his fence on a plot in Dalmada, Polokwane, 
Limpopo Province. As I walked past a bush I saw a very colourful spider. I only had my mobile phone with me and took a few photos 
of this spider with the big stomach not realising it was pregnant. After a few photos I took it back where I got it and left.  After a 
week I went back to the spot and saw that it was starting to spin a sac, again I did not realise it was preparing to lay eggs. I 
submitted photos of the spider on Facebook (Spiders of Southern Africa) and was told it is quite a rare spider. I went back with my 
camera and took some more photos and placed them on FB, with quite a response from all members. After about 6 weeks when I 
went back, the workers were busy clearing the area and I found the mother spider gone and the egg sac with the bush it was 
anchored to was gone, I looked around and to my surprise I found the egg sac on the ground but no mother spider. After examining 
the egg sac I saw a small triangular opening on the one side, and saw some yellow eggs inside the sac. I then took the egg sac home 
and that is where the story started.  
 
1

st
 Photos taken by Samsung and Blackberry Mobile phone on 12/3/2014 at 11h45 

 

  
 
 
2

nd
 Photos taken with Pentax K5 on the 19/3/2014 at 16h00. Mother spider was still pregnant. Photos 8254 – 8302. Mother was very 

protective of sac. 
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3

rd
 Photos taken with Pentax K5 on the 3/4/2014 at 12h00. 

Mother spider has laid the eggs. Mother was now very 
protective of sac it was sometimes difficult to take photos when 
she hid underneath the egg sac. 
 
 

 
 
 
4

th
 Photos taken with Pentax K5 on the 17/4/2014 at 16h00. 

Mother again very protective of egg sac, if disturbed she will 
drop down to the ground on a silk thread, so it was difficult to 
take photos because I didn’t want to disturb the mother. 
(Note how slim she is now.) 
 

 
 
On the 25/4/2014 when I went back the mother was gone and the egg sac was gone, because the workers had cleared the bushes in 
the area. On the 26/4/2014 when I went back I found the egg sac on the ground but the mother spider was gone. I noticed there 
was a 3mm triangular cut made on the one side of the egg sac. 
 
 

 

 
On the 29/4/2014 I took 
some macro photos through 
the opening of the egg sac 
and realised that some eggs 
are hatched in the egg sac. 
Some eggs were out of the 
sac so I took photos of the 
yellow eggs.  
 
You can just make out the 
spiderlings at the sac 
opening ………… 

 
 

TO BE CONTINUED …………… 
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ELECTRICALLY CHARGED ULOBORUS SILK  

This ARTICLE was posted on the Spider Club FB page. It was lifted from 
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/11/1/20140813.  

Spiders spinning electrically charged nano-fibres 

Katrin Kronenberger, Fritz Vollrath 
Biol. Lett.: 2015 11 20140813; DOI: 10.1098/rsbl.2014.0813. Published 28 January 2015  

 

 

 

In their quest to make ultra strong yet ultra small fibres, the polymer industry may soon take a lesson 
from Uloborus spiders. Uloborids (pictured) are cribellate spiders, meaning that instead of spinning wet, sticky webs to 
catch their prey, they produce a fluffy, charged, wool-like silk. A paper published online today in Biology Letters details 
the process for the first time. It all starts with the silk-producing cribellar gland. At 60 micrometers, it is among the 
smallest silk glands ever observed and is covered in microscopic spigots that produce a low-viscosity liquid silk. In 
contrast with other spiders, whose silk comes out of the gland intact, scientists were surprised to discover that 
uloborids’ silk is in a liquid state when it surfaces. As the spider yanks the silk from the duct, it solidifies into nanoscale 
filaments. This “violent hackling” has the effect of stretching and freezing the fibres into shape. It may even be 
responsible for increasing their strength, because filaments on the nanoscale become stronger as they are stretched. In 
order to endow the fibres with an electrostatic charge, the spider pulls them over a comblike plate located on its hind 
legs. (This also gives the thread its wool-like appearance.) The technique is not unlike the so-called hackling of flax stems 
over a metal brush in order to soften and prepare them for thread-spinning, but in the spider’s case it also gives them a 
charge. The electrostatic fibres are thought to attract prey to the web in the same way a towel pulled from the dryer is 
able to attract stray socks. Next, researchers plan to test the silk for strength, as natural silks offer advantages over 
synthetics in terms of toughness, processing efficiency, and environmental issues. 

 

 

 

 

http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/11/1/20140813
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/lookup/doi/10.1098/rsbl.2014.0813
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/lookup/doi/10.1098/rsbl.2014.0813
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BLACK KITES WITH THORNY TUMMIES AND THE 

INTERNATIONALITY OF ARACHNOLOGY 
 

In December last year I received an e-mail from Tongai Castigo who is working in Gorongosa National Park in the Sofala 
district of Mozambique, asking for help identifying spiders and every now and then a delightful, carefully translated e-
mail arrives with a very clear photograph and a query about a spider.  He sent a fine photo of a beautiful jumping spider 
in the genus Stenaelurillus asking if it was S guttiger so I passed it on to Galina in Russia, she said it could be.  As luck 
would have it he later sent one of a zodariid which I was unable even to place in a genus so I sent it on the Arnaud 
Hendrad and Rudy Jocqué in Belgium in the hope that they could help us.  Arnaud and Rudy were revising the genus 
Mallinella and they said that was probably what it was, but of course they will need specimens of adult spiders to be 
sure.    

   
You will all be familiar with the kite spiders and their relatives in the subfamily Gasteracanthinae and know what those 
in the genus Gasteracantha look like, with almost shell-shaped, flattened abdomens, bright colours and variety of 
thorny projections. You are probably also familiar with Isoxya species, also with flattened almost square abdomens, with 
shorter “thorns” and duller colouring.  
 
What I have found interesting is that Tongai sent a picture of what I reckon is Isoxya tabulata which is almost 
completely black. Gary Brown in Malawi also sent a photo of a black specimen of the same species.   Many years ago I 
saw a black (melanistic is the correct term) Gasteracantha versicolor, a species which I expect to be red and creamy 
white and Sam Jacobz corroborated this with a photo of the same spider, also completely black.   Here are Tongai’s and 
Sam’s photos.  
 
Isn’t it wonderful that we get submissions from all over Africa and replies from around the world?  
 

 
 

Picture send by Tongai Castigo -  probably Isoxya tabulata Melanistic Gasteracantha sanginolenta 
Photo by Sam Jacobz 

 

 

.  
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HOUSE SPIDERS 

FALSE BUTTON SPIDERS Family Theridiidae: comb-footed or cobweb spider family, genus Steatoda 

By Astri Leroy, who took the photos 
 
Twelve species of Steatoda are recorded from South Africa but without a doubt the most common and widespread 
species is Steatoda capensis with several cosmopolitan species also known from this country including Steatoda grossa 
which must have been inadvertently imported from its native England.  Steatoda capensis and Steatoda grossa are so 
similar that even the experts can have difficulty separating them.   
 
Of course the common name of false widow (or in this country false button spider) for members of this genus does 
them no favours and there was a huge outcry in England when the media there somehow got hold of the idea that a 
large species in the genus, Steatoda nobilis is deadly venomous and ran with it.  Even supposedly reputable newspapers 
and radio stations insisted that they were reaching plague proportions and threatening life and limb in the British Isles 
which is patently ridiculous.  At least one school was evacuated and I am certain thousands of innocent spiders were 
murdered! The spider in question, S nobilis was first recorded in 1879 in the far south of England probably introduced 
from continental Europe and has slowly migrated further north.   
 
Even here where we DO have true button or widow spiders, female false button spiders with their bulbous abdomens 
and dark colouring are often mistaken for their larger relatives in the genus Latrodectus but unlike true button spiders 
the venom of Steatoda appears to be of little danger to people. They are smaller, sturdier-looking than true button 
spiders, their legs proportionately shorter and thicker.  Although they seem to be unrelieved black in colour, they can 
have pale bands towards the front of the abdomen and their legs can show a reddish tinge.   Abdomens of males are 
more cylindrical with a few pale bands relieving the mostly black colouration.  Once adult these males do not seem to 
make webs and are often found wandering in the open in search of females.  It’s interesting that they communicate 
during courtship by making a sound by stridulation.  They produce it by scraping a kind of file on the front of the 
abdomen against a corresponding one of the back of the cephalothorax.  

  
Steatoda capensis make loose, three dimensional webs of a few strands of sticky, white silk in cool damp spots and they 
hang their fluffy egg sacs at the edge of the web. Woodlice, nocturnal beetles and cockroaches take shelter in the same 
places and are probably the main prey.   If I want to find Steatoda in suburban Johannesburg I look for them under the 
covers of water meters which seem to be a favoured location when logs and stones have been removed to make way 
for human dwellings.  So perhaps they are not truly “house spiders”.  I have never found them indoors but they certainly 
live alongside us. 
 
(I put out a request for pictures of male Steatoda on Facebook but in the end I didn’t need to use them because as luck 
would have it I found one last Sunday on the Rhenosterspruit conservancy, and was able to photograph it for this article.  
However many thanks to those of you who submitted pictures.) 
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The Spider Club of Southern Africa  
www.spiderclub.co.za 

Diary 2015/2016 

Please note: All events are free to paid-up members and R50 per family for those who have not paid the annual 
subscription of R120. Some venues however require an entrance fee which must be paid by each individual.  For field 
trips we will supply vials, magnifiers, plastic pill bottles and some other basic collecting equipment but please bring 
your own if you have as well as any reference books, a picnic lunch, adequate water, a hat and good walking shoes.      
 
 

KLIPRIVIERSBERG NATURE RESERVE ARACHNID SURVEY 
Summer 2015 
 
Joan Faiola, Paul Cowan and Morné Brits are carrying out a survey of the arachnids of Klipriviersberg Nature Reserve, 
and the survey has now been extended indefinitely, but will henceforth be conducted in a much more relaxed manner.  
We are now homing in on the species we have missed so far, and will concentrate more on sweeping and beating than 
hitherto. 
 
If you would like to join in our activities please contact Joan Faiola or Paul Cowan on info@spiderclub.co.za.  We will 
then put you on our KNR mailing list. 
 
We will be holding sorting sessions for the Klipriviersberg project from time to time at short notice at Joan’s house.  
Please contact us at info@spiderclub.co.za. if you are interested in attending and we can notify you when a session is 
arranged.  
 
 

WEEKEND OUTING NORTH OF PRETORIA 
Plot 69, Lusthof, Pretoria Rural off the R101 
 25°28'34.8"S 28°13'53.5"E 

Friday 1st May to Sunday 3rd May 2015 
 
 For directions see map on next page.  Lourens’ cell phone if you get lost is 082 784-1497. Lourens Botha has kindly 
invited us to visit his farm north of Pretoria to check the arachnids found there. We will do a night walk so you can arrive 
on Friday or Saturday or just come for one day.  If you want to spend the night or nights please bring your own food, 
sleeping bag and camping mattress to sleep in farmhouse or you can camp. Please book with info@spiderclub.co.za or 
073 168-7187 

 
YEBO GOGGA 2015 AT WITS UNIVERSITY 
Oppenheimer Life Sciences Building 
13th to 17th May 2015 
 
The Spider Club returns to Yebo Gogga after taking a break in 2014. More details will be announced as information 
becomes available.  Set up will be on 12th May, and any help with this will be appreciated.  If you are free on the 
weekdays, perhaps you would like to help man the stand, or come along on the weekend to help.  If you are able to help 
please contact info@spiderclub.co.za or Joan Faiola at joan@spiderclub.co.za 
.  

 

mailto:info@spiderclub.co.za
mailto:info@spiderclub.co.za
mailto:info@spiderclub.co.za
mailto:info@spiderclub.co.za
mailto:joan@spiderclub.co.za
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THE GAUTENG OUTDOOR EXPO 
Friday 29th to Sunday 31st May 2015 
Waterfall Polo Estate, Midrand  
  
Set up on 28th May.  If you are able to help please contact info@spiderclub.co.za 

 
40TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND AGM  
Saturday 20th June 2015 
 
Luncheon at Eagle’s Fare, an official invitation will be circulated to all current members and some previous members of 
The Spider Club nearer the time. 

 
PARATAXONOMIST TRAINING SESSIONS 
11th July and 15th August 2015 
ARC-PPRI Roodeplaat campus  
 

This is going to be different from the previous events when we simply sorted spiders.  Robin will introduce us to the 
intricacies of spider taxonomy with printed worksheets and a presentation. Numbers will be strictly limited to the 
number of microscopes available. There will be a charge of R100 per person payable on the day.  This will entitle every 
delegate to the use of a microscope, a printed worksheet, Robin’s expertise, tea, coffee and a light lunch.   
 

WEEKEND IN DEELFONTEIN CONSERVANCY 
VREDEFORT DOME, NEAR PARYS 
Planned for January or February 2016 
 

www.deelfontein.co.za   Deelfontein is about a two hour drive from Johannesburg and we have been asked to present spiders to 

members of the conservancy. Details and directions nearer the time. 

 

 
Keep your eyes on your e-mail and our Facebook page as other events may be organised, sometimes at quite short 
notice.   We will attempt to give you fair warning and those who do not have access to e-mail will be sent a text 
message. 
 
Norman Larsen is at the Cape Union Mart Adventure Centre, Canal walk in Cape Town every Saturday between 11 am 
and 12 noon to demonstrate and talk about SPIDERS! 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

MAP TO LOURENS’ FARM is on the next page; the directions were just too complicated! 

mailto:info@spiderclub.co.za
http://www.deelfontein.co.za/
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